
                                                                                    

XVII BLITZ CHESS OPEN 

“VILA DE SANTA COLOMA DE QUERALT” 

XVI Circuit Català d’oberts Internacionals (a/a+) 

           Sunday, 2nd de June de 2019 a las 9:30 am.  

                                                Swiss 8 rounds (15’+5”) 

                                Teatre l’Estrella. C/ Montblanc nº 22,  Santa Coloma de Queralt 

AWARDS FRAMES BLITZ FIDE ELO 
AWARDS 

TIMETABLE 

 

1st ranked:  375 € + trophy 

2nd ranked:   225 € + trophy 

3rd ranked:    140 € + trophy 

4th ranked:          110 €  

5th ranked:            100 €  

6th ranked:             90 €  

7th ranked:            80 €                       

8th ranked:            75 €   

1st local player:   trophy + gift 

1st veteran (<=1959 ) : 30 € + trophy 

1st U-16 (2003-2004):  trophy + gift 

1st U-14 (2005-2006):  trophy + gift 

1st U-12 (2007-2008):  trophy + gift 

1st U-10 (2009.…..) :  trophy + gift 

FRAME A:  2250-2400 
1r       70€ + trophy 
2on    45€  
3er     25€ 

FRAME B:  2100-2249 
1r       70€ + trophy 
2on    45€  
3er     25€ 

FRAME C: 1950-2099 
1r       70€ + trophy 
2on    45€  
3er     25€ 

FRAME D: 1800-1949 
1r       70 € + trophy 
2on    45€  
3er     25€ 

FRAME E: 1650-1799 
1r       70€ + trophy 
2on    45€  
3er     25 € 
 
FRAME F: ELO under 1650 
1r        70€+ trophy 
2on      45€ 
3er       25€T 

  

 

 

Sunday 2nd    
de June 

 

Morning: 

1st 
Round:   09:30  

 

Afternoon: 

5th 
Round:   16:00  

  

  

 
 

 



                                                                                    

 
ELO Trams Awards: The player without Blitz Fide Elo/ standard will be assigned the frame 

corresponding to his fast Catalan ELO minus 105 points. This rule does not affect the initial ranking. 

           The tournament will be evaluated by BLITZ FIDE ELO and BLITZ CATALAN ELO. 

INSCRIPTIONS:                              General:                          17€  

                                                            U-16 and Veterans:         12€ 

It is considered player U-16 born  year 2003 and later. 

A veteran player is considered born in 1959 and later. 

 

The players of Fide ELO / Catalan ELO fast equal or superior to 2350 have free inscription  

Free registration for all Catalonia 2019 champions (absolute and by age, male and female)  

Inscriptions to: 

E.MAIL:   scqescacs@gmail.com  

       646156018 Cisco Solà    654095338 Salvador Barrot        659961519 Joan Àngel Vidal          

End day inscriptions:              31st de may at 23:59  

 Organizer: 

Associació d´Escacs Santa Coloma de Queralt. 

Sponsor: 

Regidoria d’Esports de l’Ajuntament de Santa Coloma de Queralt 

Suporters: 

Federació Catalana d´Escacs – Delegació de Tarragona 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                    

XVII BLITZ CHESS OPEN 

“VILA DE SANTA COLOMA DE QUERALT” 

XVI Circuit Català d’Oberts Internacionals (a/a) 

TOURNAMENT RULES 

1. Tournament open to all players with the current federative license. 
2. The game system will be a Swiss 8 rounds. The pairing will be made by computer. 
3. The rhythm of play will be 15 minutes per player + 5 seconds per play from the first movement. 
4. The player who is not present in a round, without justification and at the discretion of the 
organization, will be eliminated from the tournament. The player that is presented after the fall of the 
flag, will lose the game, unless the referee decides otherwise. The absence at two rounds involves the 
withdrawal of the tournament. Retired or eliminated players lose all the rights granted to them by these 
bases. 
5. The players will not act so that they dishonor the chess game and behave correctly both inside and 
outside the sports facilities. 
6. Play venue: “L’Estrella” theather. SANTA COLOMA DE QUERALT 
7. The premises are adapted for people with physical disabilities, according to the current regulations 
of the Generalitat de Catalunya. 
8. Day of play: June 2, 2019 (Sunday). Morning (9:30 a.m.) and Afternoon (4:00 p.m.) 
9. The tournament will be evaluated by BLITZ FIDE ELO and BLITZ CATALAN ELO. 
10. The ranking will be published in the game room. It will be done for BLITZ FIDE ELO and the 
default Fide Standard will be applied. Claims will be admitted to the same until 12:00 p.m. on June 2, 
2019. 

 
TIE BREAKS: 1)  Particular RESULT 

2)  Buchholz – 1 with fide adjustment virtual player 
3)  Buchholz Total with fide adjustment virtual player  
4)  Recursive Perfomance (54) 
5)  Sonneborn-Berger  
6)  Draw 

They will be applied for this order 
 
12. It is not allowed to use cell phones in the game room without the authorization of the referee. The 
sound of the player's phone entails the loss of the game or the expulsion of the game room of the 
spectator. 
 
13. Digital clocks will be used for better control and supervision of participants' play times. The 
APPENDIX A: RAPID CHESSS of the Chess Laws and the provisions of section A4 apply. 
14. This tournament is governed by the rules of the XVI Catalan Circuit of Open International Chess 
"GRAN PRIZE OF THE GENERALITAT DE CATALUNYA" in the category "a" and "a+" 
(http://www.escacscircuit.cat/ ). 
15. There is an official complaint form of the F.C.E. at the disposal of the participants. All claims will 
be made in writing, they will be handed over to the tournament director, before posting the match of 
the next round or within a maximum period of 15 minutes after the incident. 
 



                                                                                    

16. The decisions of the Chief Arbitrator will be unappealable. Claims on a decision of the principal 
referee will not impede the development of the competition and will be sent, once the tournament has 
finished, to the FCE Competition Committee to redeem the responsibilities of those involved. 
 
17. The amount of the registration will be paid before the first round. Players who have not paid the 
inscription may be withdrawn in the second round. 
 
18. The awards ceremony will be carried out at the end of the last round and the presence of the award-
winning players will be mandatory 
 
19. The prizes and trophies will not be cumulative, and the largest amount will be delivered. If a player 
can access two trophies, the organization will assign him what he deems appropriate. 
 
20. The amount of the prizes will be delivered by rigorous classification order. They will not be, 
therefore, divisible. 
 
21. The prizes not given will be considered lost. 
 
22. The organization reserves the right of admission, as well as the modification of the amount of the 
prizes depending on the number of registrations. Final prizes will be announced before the competition 
begins. 
 
23. The participants in this competition accept and submit to the Disciplinary Sports Jurisdiction and 
the internal regulations of the Catalan Chess Federation 
 
24. Anything not provided for in these rules will be resolved in accordance with the regulations of Fide 
and FCE. 
 
25. Players authorize the publication of their data and photographs to the means of communication that 
the organization considers appropriate for the dissemination of the event. 
 
26. The participation in this tournament entails the full acceptance of these bases. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


